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Abstract: Automatic image caption prediction is a challenging task in natural language processing.
Most of the researchers have used the convolutional neural network as an encoder and decoder.
However, an accurate image caption prediction requires a model to understand the semantic re-
lationship that exists between the various objects present in an image. The attention mechanism
performs a linear combination of encoder and decoder states. It emphasizes the semantic information
present in the caption with the visual information present in an image. In this paper, we incorporated
the Bahdanau attention mechanism with two pre-trained convolutional neural networks—Vector
Geometry Group and InceptionV3—to predict the captions of a given image. The two pre-trained
models are used as encoders and the Recurrent neural network is used as a decoder. With the help of
the attention mechanism, the two encoders are able to provide semantic context information to the
decoder and achieve a bilingual evaluation understudy score of 62.5. Our main goal is to compare the
performance of the two pre-trained models incorporated with the Bahdanau attention mechanism on
the same dataset.

Keywords: image captioning; convolutional neural network; Bahdanau attention mechanism; natural
language process

1. Introduction

Image captioning or the automatic generation of descriptions of photographs in natu-
ral scenes is gaining attention in the domains of computer vision [1,2], natural language
processing (NLP) [3,4], image indexing [5,6] and in supporting visually impaired people.
NLP is a collective term relating to the automatic computational processing of human lan-
guages. It is described as the automatic interchange of natural language such as ordinary
speech and text by software [7]. It is a difficult task that needs a thorough understanding of
two different types of media data, namely vision and language [8]. Although captioning an
image is easy for humans, it is very challenging for artificial intelligence (AI). Therefore,
automatic captioning on a comprehensive understanding of real-world scenes of images is
considered as a significant task. Semantic understanding of images by AI can help visually
impaired persons with the brain–machine interface, autonomous/assisted driving, and in-
telligent navigation. As the NLP generates captions based on visual features retrieved in the
deep learning network, the architecture of deep learning plays a critical role in captioning
performance. Although neural networks have incredibly complicated architectures, deep
learning methods provide an effective solution for data processing in these architectures.
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Due to the wide range of applications, deep learning has been used in numerous areas
such as healthcare, agriculture, etc. In healthcare, deep learning has been used for the
prediction of disorders in children [9,10], disease classification [11,12] in the human body,
and in agriculture, it is used for classification problems [13–15] or other image processing
problems [16,17]. Deep learning architectures are also used in captioning to extract visual
information from photos. They are then passed into NLP for caption generation. There
are several studies for image captioning such as [18–20] that used Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) and Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM). Most of the researchers have
used the CNN-LSTM framework for image captioning. CNN acts as an image encoder
interpreting visual areas and encoding them as area-specific features, whereas LSTM acts
as a decoder and tries to understand all the generated words by the CNN. To capture the
regions in an image, there are two ways [8]: One way is to divide an image based on the
model’s architecture, whereas the other way is an adaptive method in which a bounding
box is used to capture the regions of an image at the object level.

However, it is very important to note down here that little visual information is re-
quired when forming non-visual words like “the”, “were”, and “itself”, these attention
models are nonetheless constrained to employ image attributes, which misleads the genera-
tion. Figure 1 shows the degree of importance of every word present in an image. The blue
shade indicates the degree of importance. In the sentence “A girl is playing with her ball”,
more focus has to be given to the non-visual objects like “is”, “with” and “her” as shown
in Figure 1. The degree of importance of “is” in Figure 1 is 90%. Similarly, the degree of
importance of “with” in the sentence is about 95%.
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Figure 1. Degree of importance of non-visual objects like “is”, “with”, and “her”.

It is worth noting here that the mechanism through which the features (visual as well
as non-visual objects) of an image are utilized by a model is very crucial. While generating
words for visual objects, the content of an image is to be focused, whereas while generating
captions for non-visual words, the clues should be focused. The attention mechanism pays
more attention to the non-visual feature vector as compared to the visual feature vector,
therefore avoiding misleads. Thus, attention models are used to solve misleading problems
and generate proper captions for non-visual objects present in an image. The literature
reveals that an accurate semantic description of objects in all visual regions has attracted
a lot of research interest, particularly in the field of attention mechanisms. For example,
some works like [21] use feature extracted from previous words of non-visual words along
with the visual words. As a result, the attention model should learn non-visual cues to aid
the generation of non-visual words and ease the misleading problem [8].

Previous studies such as [18,20] used CNN for automatic captioning, but it is very
important to reduce the computation and time. To improve the training and reduce the
number of hyperparameters, a visual geometry group network (VGGNET) was proposed.
The use of CNN with a smaller number of hyperparameters for caption generation has the
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benefit of utilizing low hardware computation and training time. Therefore, on the one
hand, we need to make sure that non-visual words are given equal importance, whereas on
the other, we are curious to know how the architecture of a deep neural network affects the
caption prediction performance.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first that compares the two different
architectures of CNN using the Bahdanau attention mechanism for caption generation.
Through our work, we show that using an attention model with CNN architecture has
shown better results in terms of predicting the captions of images.

1.1. Motivation

As one of the most valuable visual resources, automatic image captioning by machine
learning and deep learning models play an important role in many applications like remote
sensing, social media platforms like Facebook could infer from pictures directly, mapping
natural language to images, medical image understanding, creating dynamic websites,
etc. In addition, owing to broad application of image captioning, a wide variety of objects
are detected in images manually by remote satellites, and by doctors. It is very hard and
extremely infeasible for experts to detect objects in an image. In order to accelerate the
process of understanding images, the utmost use of machine learning and deep learning
models is important. When given an image, an efficient image captioning system should
be able to automatically detect visual and non-visual objects present and caption the image
on that basis.

1.2. Related Work

Image captioning has captivated the interest of many researchers, and numerous
models have been presented [22–24]. Due to significant developments in Deep Neural
Networks (DNNs), most state-of-the-art techniques [25,26] use CNN as encoder and RNN
as decoder, thus understanding images and generating captions. In order to extract high-
level semantic features from an image, CNN as an encoder is used. To decode these
extracted features and generate captions, RNN as a decoder is used. CNN-RNN has been
widely employed in the field of computer vision as CNN is a standard technique for image
processing. Only a few groups create their own networks from the ground up, while
the majority rely on pre-existing architectures such as ResNet-50 or DenseNet-121. These
pre-trained neural networks are frequently trained on huge, publicly available datasets,
such as ImageNet, and can thus recognize features of an image. The use of pre-trained
models may improve the accuracy and speed up the training time of a new model. This is
because the models have already learned the important features of an image and are ready
to be transferred to the new task without learning from scratch. VGG16 and InceptionV3
have been proven to be promising techniques for image captioning.

Generating captions is a dynamic process in which visual, as well as non-visual objects,
are to be decoded with correct semantic information. Anderson et al. in [27] presented
a new method called “bottom-up and top-down”. The salient regions of an image are
proposed by a bottom-up module, which is further represented using a convolutional
feature vector. The top-down module consists of two LSTM networks. The first LSTM
network is a top-down visual attention model, while the second LSTM network is a
language model. In another work [28], the authors proposed a hybrid model based on
LSTM and graph convolutional networks. To enrich image representation, the semantic
and spatial relations have been merged. For this purpose, they have used two spatial
and semantic graphs. Chen et al. [29] use structured language description to transform
the problem of complex image retrieval into a dense captioning and scene graph. In this
paper, a novel method for scene graph matching has been proposed, and a novel CBIR
dataset for large-scale analysis is used. For image retrieval, a dense caption reasoning
strategy with two stages is used. The first is dense caption generation, while the second
is scene graph construction and reasoning. However, there are a few situations when
the decoder has no knowledge of how to interpret non-visual words like “was”, “here”,
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“put”, etc. Therefore, in this case, the model still outputs a meaningless result. To overcome
this problem, the attention mechanism plays a very significant role. Based upon human
intuition, the attention mechanism has shown significant improvement in various tasks of
sequence learning. It first computes a score for each candidate vector, then uses the Softmax
function to normalize the scores to weights, and then applies these weights to the candidates
to get the attention result, i.e., weighted average vector. Various attention mechanisms
have been proposed like multi-level attention [30], like multi-head and self-attention and
spatial and channel wise attention. Huang et al. [31] proposed a novel framework called
Attention on Attention. They applied this mechanism to the encoder as well as the decoder.
It helps in modeling better relationships between various objects in the encoder. From the
decoder side, it helps to filter out insignificant results of attention. A hierarchical attention
mechanism-based framework is proposed by Yan et al. in [32]. For optimization purposes,
they employed Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) with a policy gradient algorithm.
Khan et al. in [22] proposed a novel framework that extracts features from an image using a
pre-trained CNN model. The image is converted into a feature vector. Further, for decoding
images, the authors used Gated Recurrent Units (GRU). To allow learning to focus on
a particular portion of an image, authors combined GRU with the Bahdanau attention
mechanism. However, they have not discussed the concept of transfer learning. Table 1
shows the summary of the literature.
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Table 1. Summarized literature survey.

S. No Dataset Year Model Attention
Mechanism Remarks

1. ILSVRC-2012 2015 ConvNet [27] × No focus on non-visual objects

2. ImageNet 2015 ResNet 101 [26] × No focus on
attention mechanism

3.
Pascal VOC

2008, Flickr8k,
Flickr30k, MSCOCO, SBU

2015 CNN-LSTM [33] × No focus on attention mechanism

4.
Pascal VOC 2012, Pascal Context,

Pascal Pearson
part, cityscape

2017 ResNet
101 [34] × Proposed model failed to capture boundaries

5. COCO, Flickr30K, Flickr8k 2016 Bi-LSTM [19] × No focus on attention mechanism

6. COCO, Flickr30K, Flickr8k 2017 CNN [35]
√ Proposed model requires more investigation to avoid

overfitting

7. COCO dataset
Flickr30K, Flickr8k 2018 CNN-

RNN [36]
√

Framework is not end to end

8. MSCOCO, COCO stuff 2018 FCN-LSTM [8]
√

Did not evaluate different pre-trained models

9. MSCOCO, Visual Genome dataset, VQA v2.0 dataset 2018 Faster
R-CNN + ResNet 101-LSTM [21]

√
Proposed model is computationally costly

10. COCO dataset 2018 Graph CNN-
LSTM [28]

√
Evaluated their model only on one dataset

11. MS-COCO, Flickr30K 2019 Reference LSTM [37] × Did not incorporate attention mechanism

12. MS-COCO 2019 RCNN-LSTM [31]
√ Attention on

attention may lead to loss of significant information

13. MS-COCO 2019 CNN-LSTM [38]
√

Training GAN is computationally very costly

14. Flickr30K, Flickr8k 2020 CNN-LSTM [18]
√ Did not evaluate different pre-

trained models

15. MS-COCO 2022 CNN-GRU [22]
√ Evaluated the

model only on one dataset
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An attention function is defined as a function that maps a query and a set of key-value
pairs to an output. The output is generated as a weighted sum of the values, with the
weight allocated to each value determined by the query’s compatibility function with the
relevant key. On the basis of the decoder’s output, attention methods can be of three types:

(a) Attribute-based visual representation: The features of an image are represented by
a confidence vector, which is a combination of objects, attributes, stuff, interactions,
relations, and so forth. In this paper [23], the authors presented a semantic attention
model based on text conditions. Using this attention model, on the basis of the
previously generated text, the encoder can learn on which parts of the image the
model needs to focus.

(b) Grid-based visual feature representation without semantic labels: In this type of
attention model, the features are extracted using CNN and fed to the attention model.
It focuses on those spatial regions that need attention. K. Xu et al. [24], propose an end
to end 14 × 14 VGG-based spatial attention model using hard and soft methods.

(c) Object-based visual representation: In order to infer the latent alignments between
image regions and segments of sentences by treating the sentences as weak labels,
A. Karpathy et al. [35] presented an alignment model based on Bidirectional RNN
(BRNN) and Region-CNN (RCNN). To generate descriptions of the image, they used
an end-to-end RNN model.

1.3. Contribution

In our research study, on the basis of preliminary work as reported in [39,40], we
exploit the use of VGG16 and InceptionV3 for automatic image captioning. Further, we also
introduce a mechanism called attention mechanism to caption non-visual words present in
an image and enhance the performance of image captioning. When comparing with the
previous work [39,40], the key contribution of this paper is briefly summarized below:

1. In this work, we propose to use two deep learning architectures called VGG16 and In-
ceptionV3 followed by an attribute-based visual representation attention mechanism.

2. Based on this comparative analysis, we investigate how attention mechanisms can
be used to find non-visual words present in the image and thus improve the overall
image captioning performance.

3. This paper provides an extensive analysis to compare the architecture difference
between two pre-trained deep learning models viz VGG16 and InceptionV3 for
image captioning.

4. We evaluate the two deep learning architectures on a famous challenging dataset
Flicker8k dataset.

The remainder of this section is as: Section 1 gives the introduction along with the mo-
tivation, literature survey, and contribution. Section 2 describes the proposed methodology,
two pre-trained models, and the Bahdanau attention mechanism, Section 3 discusses the
experiment setup, and Sections 4 and 5 provide results and discussion. The conclusion is
written in Section 6.

2. Proposed Methodology

To improve caption prediction, we use CNN which produces the best results for
image processing. The proposed methodology is shown in Figure 2. CNN is used to
extract the features from an image by flattening it. An accurate description of an image
requires a comprehensive understanding of visual and non-visual objects. The various
visual and non-visual objects have different mutual relationships in different regions of an
image. They possess these relationships selectively according to each generated word. It
is specifically designed for generating visual as well as non-visual semantic relationships
at a fine-grained level. The feature vector is converted into weights for each region of an
image, as shown in Figure 2. Each filter kernel of a convolutional layer serves as a semantic
detector in CNN. The semantic detector calculates the weighted sum of all the features of
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visual and non-visual objects. Semantic knowledge representation provides a semantic
relationship among various objects. The semantic information is provided as the input
to the attention mechanism. It thus helps in enhancing the performance accuracy of the
attention mechanism.
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Afterwards, high level semantic knowledge is gained. Using the attention mechanism,
more focus is given to the important portions. After learning the features, pooling is
then applied, and captions are generated. Images have complex features; therefore, CNN
employs a convolution layer for extracting features. In order to reduce the computation
cost, we used pre-trained CNN models that have already been used on the image datasets.
Transfer learning is appropriate for updating models with minimal effort. We can update
the models for new data after we have trained them to be highly accurate. Based on our
research of literature, we identified two important pre-trained deep learning models. One
model is VGG16 [40] and InceptionV3 [39]. For generating captions by deep learning
models, the two most important components are a feature extractor and an attention mech-
anism. Therefore, in our work, we have compared the architecture of two deep-learning
pre-trained models and show that it is necessary to have the deep layered architecture for
captioning images.

Both the deep learning architectures (VGG16 and InceptionV3) can extract high level
features from an image and generate captions; however, the main aim of this study is to
examine how the architecture of the model affects the performance of caption generation
and if deep layered architecture is necessary for maintaining the performance. By using
a pre-trained deep neural network with an attention mechanism, we aim to achieve the
features of non-visual objects (like “here”, and “with”) that play a significant role in giving
semantic meaning to the captions of an image. Once a deep neural network is pre-trained
using a large database of images for extracting high level features, there is no need to retrain
these networks even in the case of image captioning. Therefore, pre-trained models are
expected to enhance the computation efficiency and reduce the cost of generating captions.
In addition to this, the attention mechanism is used for captioning images as a kind of
preference. In the attention mechanism, more focus is given to non-visual words than
visual words.

2.1. Deep Feature Extractor

Various classical methods like the histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) and Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) have been widely employed for many computer vision
tasks such as object detection, classification, segmentation, and image retrieval. With the
growth of a large amount of collected datasets over the last decade, more and more learning-
based descriptors, such as AlexNet, ResNet [26], and GoogleNet [41], have emerged. Unlike
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machine learning feature extractors, which require expert knowledge, deep learning models
require an abundant amount of training data and computational cost. Despite the fact
that various deep learning architectures have been proposed and implemented, the basic
principle remains the same: deep learning is a feature representation-learning technology
based on a large number of raw image data. It enables a computational model with several
neural network layers to learn data representations at various degrees of abstraction.
Following the input layer, each layer modifies the preceding layer’s representation into
a more abstract representation. After learning the discriminative features layer by layer,
it will be able to implicitly collect high level features from data on a large scale and use
it to represent the original image; however, it will cost a large amount of GPU, time, and
processing computation. Therefore, transfer learning using pre-trained models is expected
to solve these problems. Deep learning has advanced nearly the whole discipline of
computer vision, as well as adjacent areas such as natural language processing and medical
image study. Inspired by the success of CNN in the image captioning domain, various
pre-trained models are introduced in this domain. However, comparing the architecture of
different pre-trained deep learning models with the Bahdanau attention mechanism for
image captioning has not been explored yet. Thus, to generate captions for images, two
pre-trained models, VGG16 and InceptionV3, have been employed in this work. In this
section, the basic architecture and the process of pre-trained models for image captioning
are summarized.

2.1.1. Basic VGG16 Architecture for Image Captioning

One of the most commonly used versions of a pre-trained CNN model is VGG16. It
consists of 16 layers, of which 13 are convolutional, 2 are fully connected layers, and 1 is
a Softmax activation layer [29,42] as shown in Figure 3. To improve the nonlinearity in
the model, ReLU (rectified linear unit) activation function is used, and for classification,
Softmax is used.
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The main key aspect of using VGG16 is the small size of the kernel having a stride
of 1 pixel and homogenous topology. The total number of parameters is 138 million.
VGG16 network configurations consider an input to be a size of 224 × 224 image with three
channels—red, green, and blue. The only pre-processing performed is to normalize the
RGB values for each pixel, which is accomplished by removing the average value from each
pixel. After ReLU activations, the image is sent through the first stack of two convolution
layers having sizes 3 × 3. Each layer contains 64 filters. The convolution stride is set to
1 pixel to maintain spatial resolution after convolution. The VGG network’s hidden layers
use ReLU. The ReLU activation function is used by all the hidden layers of the VGG16
network. However, it is very important to reconfigure the basic model of VGG16, as its
main goal was feature extraction for classifying images. Therefore, for generating captions,
the last layer is removed.

2.1.2. Basic Inception Architecture for Image Captioning

The basic architecture of InceptionV3 is based on GoogLeNet [41]. One of the key
aspects of the Inception structure is their use of Lin’s “Network in Network” technique [43],
which boosted the representational power of neural networks. This led to the reduction in
the dimension to 11 convolutions, therefore reducing the computation cost. The Inception
architecture was designed to reduce the computational cost of image classification using
deep learning [39]. The Inception module generally has three different convolution sizes
and one maximum pooling. As shown in Figure 4, the basic architecture of InceptionV3
constitutes of the following inception modules: an average pooling layer having a filter
size of 5 × 5 and stride 3, for dimension reduction it has 1 × 1 layered with ReLU, a
fully connected layer having 1024 neuron units with ReLU and a dropout layer. After
the convolutional operation, the channel is aggregated and then the fusion operator is
performed on the output of the previous layer. Therefore, it helps in reducing overfitting
and improving the adaptability of the network. In our approach to InceptionV3, we
removed the Softmax layer for classification as the aim of this network is image captioning
and not classification. The purpose of each inception module is to capture features at
different levels. High level features are captured by 5 × 5 convolutional layers, distributed
features are captured using 3 × 3 convolutional layers, and low-level features are extracted
by max pooling layers.
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2.1.3. Transfer Learning

Deep learning is distinguished by the fact that it requires a significant amount of data.
Under-fitting will occur during training if the amount of data is insufficient. Researchers
introduced the concept of transfer learning to train deep learning networks having limited
training data available. With the help of transfer learning, precise and efficient image
classification can be achieved [30]. This method is used to pre-train a model on a dataset
to learn the features. Practically, the parameters of weight pre-trained on Image Net are
then initialized in the model that has been created, guaranteeing that previously learned
features are given to your model, resulting in superior outcomes.

2.1.4. Attention Mechanism

Traditional encoder–decoder systems for machine translation encode every source
sentence, regardless of length, into a vector of fixed length, from which a translation is
generated by a decoder. This made it difficult for the neural network to handle sentence
translation, resulting in poor performance. The responsibility of the decoder is to summa-
rize the whole input data into a fixed single vector. However, in some situations, like image
captioning, the length of the sentences is too long as well as varying from one image to
another. The question to be noted here is whether a fixed vector is capable of capturing all
the crucial information related to that image. Moreover, non-visual objects should be given
more importance than visual objects.

The goal is to focus on the most relevant words present in the sentence rather than
the whole vector. The Bahdanau attention [44] was introduced to address the bottleneck
performance of conventional encoder–decoder systems, resulting in significant improve-
ments over the traditional technique. Since it computes linear combinations of encoder
and decoder states, therefore it is also called an additive attention mechanism. The basic
principle of the Bahdanau attention mechanism is to focus on particular input vectors of
the input sequence on the basis of attention weights. Using a set of attention weights, the
amount of “attention” to be paid to each input word at each decoding stage is informed to
the decoder.

In the case of a non-stacking unidirectional decoder, Bahdanau utilizes the concate-
nation of the forward and backward hidden states in the bi-directional encoder with the
prior target’s hidden states. The context vector is generated using all the hidden states of
the encoder and the decoder, whereas other models without attention use only the latest
encoder hidden state. On the basis of the alignment score represented by a feed-forward
neural network, the attention mechanism orients the input and output sequences to pay
attention to the most crucial part of the image. On the basis of context vectors related to the
source position and the previously generated target words, the model predicts a caption
for an image. The architecture of the Bahdanau attention model is shown in Figure 5 and
described below:

• The hidden decoder state present at the previous time step t − 1 is S t–1.
• A unique context vector ct at time step t is generated at each decoder step to generate

a target word yt.
• An annotation h i that captures the crucial information on words focusing around the

i-th word out of the total words.
• At the current time step t, the weight value assigned to each annotation h i is αt,i.
• An assigned model a (.) generates an attention score et,i. that shows how well S t−1

and h i matches.
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The Bahdanau architecture consists of a bidirectional Recurrent neural network (BI-
RNN) as encoder and RNN as decoder with an attention mechanism as shown in Figure 5.

The Pseudo code of Bahdanau architecture with attention mechanism is mentioned in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Pseudo code of Bahdanau architecture with attention mechanism.

1. Using input sentence, the encoder generates a set of annotations, h i
2. h i along with S t−1 (previous hidden decoder state) is fed to a (.); to calculate attention score, i.e., e t, i: e t, i = a
(S t−1, h i)
3. Apply Softmax function as:

α t, i.= Softmax (e t, i)
4. Generate context vector:

Ct =
T
∑

i=1
αt, i h i

5. To compute the final output yt, Ct and S t−1 are fed to the decoder.
6. Repeat steps 2–6 till the end of the sentence.

3. Experimental Setup

In the previous section, we discussed the pre-trained deep learning feature extraction
techniques. In this section, the dataset and the experiment evaluation are discussed.

3.1. Dataset

Flicker [32] is the most common dataset for image captioning. It consists of a total
of 8092 images in which 6000 are used for training purposes and 2000 for testing the
model performance. Each image consists of five related captions. The varied captions
are employed for training as well as testing the model. In this work, we filtered the data
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by cleaning redundant words from the caption of an image. We first computed the most
frequently and less frequently used words. Afterwards, we removed unnecessary words as
shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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3.2. Performance Metrics

To assess the performance of model prediction, we used various metrics as
described below:

1. BLEU (Bilingual evaluation understudy): a well-known machine translation statistic
is used to measure the similarity of one sentence with reference to multiple sentences.
It was proposed by Papineni et al. in [45]. It returns a value where a higher value
represents more similarity. This method works by counting the number of n-grams
in one sentence with the n-grams in the reference sentence. A unigram or 1-gram
represents a token, whereas a bi-gram indicates each pair of a word. For calculating
the BLEU score of multiple sentences, Corpus BLEU is employed, in which a reference
list is indicated using a list of documents, and a candidate document is a list where
the document is a list of tokens.

2. ROUGE (Recall Oriented Understudy for Gisting Evaluation): It counts the number of
“n-grams” that match between the caption generated by our model and a reference.
For example, ROUGE-N means using n-grams, etc.

3. METEOR (Metric for Evaluation for Translation with Explicit Ordering): Unlike BLEU,
this metric calculates F-score based on mapping unigrams.

3.3. Experimental Setting

We intended to determine the best set of parameters for each model. To achieve that,
we divided the data into two sets: training set (6000), testing (1000), and validation set
(1000). We first counted the frequency of the most and least frequently used words in our
dataset. In the pre-processing step, we added <start> and <end> tags to all the captions.
It is done so that the models are able to recognize the start and the end of captions. The
next step is to use VGG16, which is a pre-trained model trained on the ImageNet dataset.
It consists of convolution as well as fully connected layers. To generate image captions,
we performed tokenization and created vocabulary. For each word present in the caption,
vector notations are generated.

Encoder and decoder: We implement the VGG16 as encoder and RNN as decoder
for generating captions. The last layer of CNN, called Softmax, is used for classification,
but in our study, we removed the last layer in order to feed the features to the decoder.
For VGG16 to be implemented, the batch size is set to 64, the number of units 512, the
learning rate 0.001, and the embedding dimension 256. Adam optimizer is used. The
sparse cross-entropy is used to calculate the error. A dropout of 0.5 was used. The total
number of parameters used for building the VGG16 model is 138,357,544. Similarly, in
order to compare with the InceptionV3 model, we implement the InceptionV3 as encoder
and RNN as decoder for generating captions with the same hyperparameters as that of
VGG16. However, the total number of trainable parameters of InceptionV3 are 21,768,352.

4. Results

To compare the architecture of two pre-trained deep learning models, we used the
Flickr-8k dataset. For this purpose, we divided our experiments into two parts: using
VGG16 as an encoder and using InceptionV3 as the encoder. The output of the VGG16 and
InceptionV3 encoder is passed on to the RNN decoder. The decoder outputs prediction
and the hidden states. To calculate loss, the hidden state is again fed into the model and
the predictions are made. BLEU is an algorithm that is used to check the quality of the
caption generated. We trained both models for 20 epochs. To reveal the performance of
both the ls, we used 6000 images for training and 2000 for testing. The results show that the
performance of VGG16 is better than InceptionV3. For image 1, in Table 2 the BLEU score 1
achieved by VGG16 is 62.5, whereas the same score achieved by InceptionV3 is 28.57, as
shown in Table 3.
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Table 2. Performance metrics obtained using the VGG16 model.

Model Score Image 1 Image 2 Image 3

VGG16

BLEU-1 62.5 49.5 10.1
BLEU-2 42.2 26.7 3.69
BLEU-3 3 2.1 9.07
BLEU-4 9.6 7.1 7.06
ROUGE 0.56 0.60 0.59

METEOR 0.26 0.31 0.33

Table 3. Performance metrics obtained using InceptionV3 model.

Model Score Image 1 Image 2 Image 3

InceptionV3

BLEU-1 28.57 21.9 20.21
BLEU-2 7.97 5.17 5.22
BLEU-3 1.75 1.06 1.11
BLEU-4 1.33 7.95 8.39
ROUGE 0.59 0.54 0.55

METEOR 0.27 0.29 0.23

Similarly, in the case of score-2, VGG16 achieved 42.2, whereas InceptionV3 achieved
7.97, which is very small compared to the former one. However, in the case of image
3, InceptionV3 achieved better results than VGG16. One of the interesting facts that we
found was that using an attention mechanism helped in focusing on non-visual objects.
Using ROUGE metrics, Table 2 demonstrates that VGG16 performs substantially better
than InceptionV3. From tabure 8, it is evident that the VGG16 model performed better than
the deep InceptionV3 model.

Furthermore, we have compared our results with ResNet using different transfer
functions. When comparing the results of VGG16 from Table 2 with the results of ResNet
from Table 4, we can see that VGG16 performs better than ResNet. It is because, with an
increase in the layers of architecture, the feature extraction capability also increases.

Table 4. Performance metrics obtained using different ResNet models.

S. No. Model Score Image 1

1.

ResNet [23]

BLEU-1 29.5

2. BLEU-2 30.5

3. BLEU-3 29

4. BLEU-4 30

5. ROUGE -

6. METEOR 0.24

7. ResNet with ReLU [23]

BLEU-1 29

METEOR 25

ROUGE -

8. ResNet with tanh [23]

BLEU-1 25

METEOR 25

ROUGE -

9. ResNet with Softmax [23]

BLEU-1 29

METEOR 24

ROUGE -

10. ResNet with Sigmoid [23]

BLEU-1 30

METEOR 24

ROUGE -
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Summarizing all the above results, it is concluded that VGG16 along with the Bah-
danau attention mechanism shows better performance than the InceptionV3 model.

Figure 8 shows the results of the VGG16 and InceptionV3 Models. It can be inferred
from Figure that VGG16 is outperforming the InceptionV3 model in terms of predicting the
caption of the images.
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5. Discussion

In the presented work, two different architectures of pre-trained models along with
the Bahdanau attention mechanism are utilized. Through our work, we are able to show
that deep learning techniques with transfer learning and fine-tuning had a substantial
effect on automatic image caption generation. The task of generating a caption for an
image can be seen trending from the last few years. Maru et al. in [46] used VGG16 and
InceptionV3 as an encoder for generating captions. They concluded that the performance
of VGG16 is better than InceptionV3. However, accurate image caption generation requires
an understanding of semantic knowledge as well. Therefore, the two main goals of the
attention mechanism are to enable a feature extractor model to learn semantic features
by aligning together objects in images and words. The second goal is to learn a common
feature space, where an image and language can be modeled together. After training our
models, we ran them three times on random images to check their performance. Our results
support the robustness of transfer learning with an attention mechanism.

When the predicted sentence is compared with one reference, it is called BLEU score 1.
Similarly, when it is compared with two sentences, it is called BLEU score 2. Table 2
demonstrates the BLEU score 1 for image 1, 2, and 3 achieved by the VGG16 encoder
using Bahdanau attention is far better than that of InceptionV3. This is because of the
deeper architecture of VGG16 as compared to that of InceptionV3. The same performance
can be seen in the case of other images as well using other metrics like ROUGE and
METEOR. The importance of the attention mechanism can be seen in Figure 8. Using
the Bahdanau attention mechanism, the model is capable of high diversity. For image 1,
the word “up” and “the” has been used by the VGG16 model to predict the caption of
an image. In Figure 8a, we can see that VGG 16 predicted the caption for an image
accurately by mentioning the term “catch”, which cannot be found in Figure 8b. Similarly,
for Figure 8c, VGG16 is able to predict more accurate words like “plays” and “fountain”,
which InceptionV3 fails to (Figure 8d). For Figure 8e, again the prediction of VGG16 is
better than InceptionV3 (Figure 8f). It used words like “to”, “large” and “glass” to describe
the image. In contrast, InceptionV3 described the word very briefly. Therefore, we can say
that the caption generated by VGG16 using the Bahdanau attention mechanism is more
accurate and detailed. Thus, an efficient automatic image captioning model can be achieved
using a pre-trained model like VGG16 along with the attention model. It also proves that
transfer learning can be used to generate captions.

6. Conclusions

The objective of this work was to develop an automatic image caption generation
model using various CNN. The work done here has an overarching theme of leveraging
transfer learning techniques. Therefore, in this paper, we analyzed and compared the per-
formance of two pre-trained deep learning models, i.e., VGG16 and InceptionV3. Further,
we incorporated the Bahdanau attention mechanism with these two pre-trained deep learn-
ing CNN architectures. Using the Bahdanau attention mechanism, we show how semantic
information plays a vital role in generating accurate captions. Experiments were conducted
to determine the efficacy of attention-based learning in comparison to traditional image
captioning mechanisms. Our research has yielded positive results. Through our results, we
depict that the VGG16 encoder with the Bahdanau attention mechanism performs better
than the InceptionV3 encoder on the Flicker8k dataset. However, Filckr8K is a small dataset
due to which deeper models outperform shallow ones on the retrieval task. In the future,
large datasets can be used to see whether shallow models can replace deeper models. More-
over, this work can be expanded by including various attention mechanisms with different
pre-trained CNN architectures. New techniques in deep learning like Transformers can be
introduced to assess the local and restricted attention mechanism so that the model can
generate captions of different types of inputs such as images, videos, and audios, etc.
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